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They are fake coins that came with the "Desert of Flames" and "Kingdom of Sky" expansion packs for Everquest II, an
online multi-player computer game.

It was released on the Atari ST and Amiga platforms in Commodore 64 and ZX Spectrum versions were
originally in development but eventually cancelled as a consequence of the declining 8-bit market. Unlike
Mercenary, Damocles represented the game environment using filled polygon graphics, allowing a both more
realistic and colourful world. An improved, fully texture mapped IBM PC version was in an advanced stage of
development and scheduled for release in , but was ultimately cancelled when a conflict between its
developers, Novagen and Psygnosis , arose. There is also a race-against-time element to the game as a comet ,
the eponymous Damocles a reference the Sword of Damocles , is hurtling towards Eris. The player is
encouraged to both escape Eris and find a means to prevent Damocles from destroying the planet, if possible
without destroying the comet. Although an obvious, but destructive, solution exists, Damocles has no fewer
than five distinct solutions. While also featuring less standard physics e. To cross the solar system in
reasonable to the player time, time dilation occurs. However, given that the player has only a few hours to
save Eris, extended periods at near- light speed are unwise. From an aesthetic point of view, the inclusion of
celestial physics allows the player to experience attractively-rendered sunrises and sunsets while on planet
surfaces as well as various satellite occultations. Damocles contains many real-world references, particularly
drawn from the UK in the s. For example, the president of the planet Eris is named Margaret, after Margaret
Thatcher British Prime Minister from to ; and there is a bank called Lawson Bank, after Nigel Lawson British
chancellor of the exchequer from to ; though a real Lawson Bank does exist. However, the fictional planet of
Eris is not a reference to the real-life dwarf planet of the same name , as the latter was only discovered in ,
some 15 years after the release of Damocles. Despite these references, the game universe has no actual
connections with Earth , since the player is given information that the Gamma System was actively explored
before the present day e. According to the poster that accompanied the game, the events of Damocles take
place on 27 April Mission Disks[ edit ] Two mission disks for Damocles were released, known simply as
Damocles: Mission Disk 1 and Damocles: Mission Disk 2 respectively. Each disk added a number of extra
missions that could be loaded in as saved games , offering the player a few more tasks to complete within the
game. Usually these tasks put the player in difficult or unusual situations from which they have to extricate
themselves.
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When the movie begins, a mine owner named Alfonso Garcia Eduardo Fajardo hires him to help smuggle the
silver he pulls from the ground across the border into Texas. At the mine, Sergei meets Paco Roman Tony
Musante , a leftist peasant who, along with his revolutionary cohorts, has taken over the mine. With the crafty
Kowalski on their side, however, the revolutionaries have a shot. Things get a bit complicated when Sergei
falls for a beautiful revolutionary woman named Columba Giovanna Ralli ,a strong woman who has no
qualms whatsoever about calling out the rest of the group on their newfound greed. Franco Nero is as cool as
they come, playing his Polish gun for hire with a straight face and plenty of machismo. Mustane plays Paco
with a wink and a grin at times, his character is mischievous and we can tell early on that his greed will get the
best of him. Palance is, however, the real scene stealer here. All three deliver fine work here. Supporting work
from Fajardo, Roca and the lovely Ms. The cinematography does a great job of capturing the sets and
locations used for the picture, lots of very wide shots and then, of course, the requisite close-ups do a fine job
of relaying tension and excitement. The script also interjects some effective humor into the proceedings. Most
of it stems from the interactions between the characters rather than the situations, though there are some
situationally comedic moments in the movie as well, also pretty effective. Ultimately, this one delivers. And
on top of that? A fantastic score from Ennio Morricone. The Mercenary is presented on Blu-ray in 2.
Regardless, the encoding is fine, there are no noticeable compression artifacts to discuss. Skin tones look fine,
nice and lifelike, while black levels remain solid and deep. The track is clean and nicely balanced offering up
dialogue that is perfectly easy to understand. There are no subtitles of any kind provided on this release. He
also talks about the themes that are explored in the picture, details of the script, the contributions of the cast
and crew members, the score, the locations that are used and quite a bit more. Again, as he did on his track for
the Kino Blu-ray release of Death Rides A Horse, Cox proves to be an enthusiastic and well informed
commentator making this track quite worthwhile. The Mercenary is top notch entertainment, a gritty Spaghetti
Western helmed by one of the best directors to work in the genre and played by a very game cast. He likes
NYC a lot, even if it is expensive and loud.
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Note that they despawn for a while from the world when hired so there will be gaps between players being
able to find them. The elite mercs are hybrid type classes. This scales for lower levels, and around level 40 is 2
plat to hire and 20 gold upkeep every 30 minutes. Multiple players can have them at the same time one player
having one will not stop it from spawning somewhere for others to hire. When these mercenaries were first
added they shared a spawn across zones. Thus you could never really know which zone they were in. This
caused some issues if noone was in one of the zones so we pulled it down to them only spawning in one zone.
Each of them have well over 20 different spawn points across the entire zones not just two or three as some
have reported. There was an issue a week or so back where they were spawning much faster than they were
supposed to but this has been fixed and they are back to spawning at the rate we wanted them to. You can
track these mercenaries or use the Ranger merc from Kelethin to track or you could try asking local guards for
Matri, Kenny, or Perrin if guards are available in the zone! Ancient Mercenaries To hire these mercenaries you
need an Ancient Skyshrine Control Wand which is obtained in the Underdepths group instance from the
second to the last named. Mercenary locations are from EQ2 Maps. Laborine Construct - Monk - Lyceum of
the Recondite at The token description says which class the merc is and the general area where the merc can
be found. Hired on the beach in Obol Plains at Baleful Dominion Troubador mercenary. Kilphin - looted in
Throne of Fear Assassin mercenary. Hired outside Temple of the Faceless in Eidolon Jungle. Hired from
Wurmbone Cleft in Jarsath Wastes. Yadeht Fohctac - looted in Chelsith: The Ancient Vault Warden
mercenary. Hired near the cave opening to Chelsith: This mercenary uses brigand abilities and can be hired
somewhere on the beaches of Death Weave Isle. She shouts "Is that all ye got in yur pants? Weak as a tadpole!
This mercenary uses berserker abilities and can be hired on Death Weave Isle. This mercenary uses inquisitor
abilities and can be hired on the north side of the big hill on North Dshinn in the Phantom Sea. The Lost
Caverns Pygmy Mercenary. This mercenary uses paladin abilities and can be hired from the pygmy village of
Bawgava on South Dshinn. This mercenary uses monk abilities and can be hired from Kithicor Island in the
Phantom Sea at location , 30, Watch for a wandering spider that paths close by! Lujien wereworlf Templar
mercenary. These are non-elite mercenaries.
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Citizens are suddenly falling dead as their spirits are torn from their bodies. No one on Norrath seems to
understand why the souls are being pulled from the mortal plane, but all signs point to a massive disturbance
within Ethernere, the realm of the dead. The heroes of the world must travel to Ethernere to find the cause of
the unbalance in the Grey Wastes, and discover what has become of its caretaker â€” the mysterious being
known as Drinal. If the heroes can return balance to Ethernere, the siphoning of souls may be halted. Should
they fail, both the living and the dead will suffer a dismal fate. This is the 9th expansion of the revolutionary
EverQuest II franchise. This expansion contains must-have features such as level increases, prestige abilities
and new game items only available with this expansion, such as adornments that become more powerful with
your character. Also, explore new content in two spirit-realm versions of familiar lands, and experience
adventure with new dungeons and quests. Put right the imbalance in the Ethernere! Prestige Tradeskills - Your
crafting will shine like never before with Prestige Tradeskills. Organic Adornments - New adornments that
gain experience with you and grow in power. Guild Level Cap Raised to Adventure to Level Tradeskill to
Level New Content Obol Plains - Discover the realm of Ethernere and the mysterious Obol Plains where an
imbalance in the realm of the afterlife is apparent in all the surroundings and its inhabitants. Adventure
through the amazing, transformed lands of the Feerrott as it exists in the afterlife. All New Quest Lines Experience the story of this unique realm in any play style you choose. There is plenty for everyone! Prices
and Bonuses There is no physical version of this expansion. It cannot be purchased with Station Cash.
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What is the best mercenary for a monk; Welcome to EverQuest II Answers. Un-answered questions. Have a everquest 2
collectors series coin 1 what is it.

Chapter 7 : Mercenary (video game) - Wikipedia
Mercenaries II is a Blizzard Entertainment Map of the Month released on January 31, following the Deception mission. It
leads up to the secret mission Resurrection IV found in StarCraft
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Chains of Eternity Collector's Edition Edit. Available only for those who purchased the Chains of Eternity Collectors
Edition.. Mercenaries are per character. You can choose either the Templar or the Paladin Lujien (werewolf) in Freeport
or Qeynos mercenary dens.
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Mercenary III (also known as Mercenary III: The Dion Crisis or Damocles II) is the third and final game in the series. It
was released on the Atari ST and Amiga platforms in It was released on the Atari ST and Amiga platforms in
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